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Evening 

Entertainment 
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Circus Skills

An interactive, energetic, noisy and always fun workshop that never loses sight of the need to deliver 
powerful and important messages. Learning how to juggle, for example; has shown itself to be an 

excellent metaphor that enables delegates to relate what was learnt during the session to workplace 
experiences. 

Our workshops are very flexible and we can either run a structured session where we move from 
one activity to another or alternatively sessions can be more informal “drop in” type events where 

participants come and go and learn at their own pace.

Activities can include juggling, plate spinning, Diabolo and flower sticks.
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Race Night 

Forget any pre-conception you may have of a low budget, amateur 
race night. A Night at the Races is a premium quality event, presented 
to the highest standard.

From a fully themed ’sit down’ event for 400 guests at Ascot 
Racecourse, to an informal after dinner activity for 20 people, we can 
tailor this flexible event to meet your requirements. 

Using only quality English horse races re-edited with full commentary, 
A Night at the Races adds impact and atmosphere to any room.  

Lively, outgoing staff and our consistent attention to detail ensure that 
presentation of this popular entertainment is second to none, keeping 
the emphasis on fun and fortune!

Our Race Nights include: 
Betting Tickets
Race Cards & Fun Money
8 x Quality English Race Video’s
Tote stand
Compère
Screen & LCD Projection            
High Quality Stereo PA System
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A Night at The Movies 

Forget a standard paper pub quiz this is a fun, multi-
media quiz presenting video clips, audio 
entertainment, interactive and traditional rounds.

This Hollywood quiz is a slick professional event that 
can be tailored for any occasion. We suggest running 
8 rounds, however, this can easily be increased / 
decreased to fit to your time requirements.

At the start of the Quiz Show the team captain will 
pick a film genre at random (examples include 
Horror, Romance, Western etc) and this will be your 
teams identity for the rest of evening. Once your 
table knows it theme it’s off to the wardrobe 
department to dress the part as your first challenge. 
Points will be awarded for the best dressed team. 

Throughout the evening our lively fancy dressed 
game show host will lead the fun. 
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Giant Games 

Indoor games are a great way of getting everyone involved in a 
relaxed and informal environment. We can provide these on a ‘free 
play’ basis for guests to play at leisure, or…..we can create a 
competitive tournament! 

On your marks…..get set……play! 
A fun and fast paced games tournament is great as pre / after dinner 
entertainment. Guests will need to be divided into teams (previously 
allocated or divided on the day). ACF will have created a varied games 
zone, where teams will play head to head to score as many points as 
they can. 

Possible Games: 
• Giant Jenga
• Giant Draughts
• Four in a Row
• Table Football
• Table Tennis
• Darts
• Buzzer
• Skittle Alley
• Plate Spinning 
• Pool 
• Quoits 
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Pub Olympics

Possible Games: 
• Giant Jenga
• Giant Draughts
• Four in a Row
• Table Football
• Table Tennis
• Darts
• Buzzer
• Skittle Alley
• Plate Spinning 
• Pool 
• Quoits 

Pub style games are a great way of getting everyone involved in a 
relaxed and informal environment whilst keeping to the theme.

With a mixture of activities it ensures an intense buzz of team 
competitiveness and enjoyment to enhance your evening!

The Challenges
The group can be split teams and compete head to find the ultimate 

winning team.
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Close Up Magician Caricaturist

Based in Bristol, Serge is one of the most 
sought after Close-up Magicians in the UK, a 
skilled performer with sophistication and 
charm. His Magic is performed close up, right 
in the front of people while they are having a 
drink or wandering around. After a few years 
of being trained by Derren Brown, a good 
friend, Serge became a Professional Close up 
Magician in 2002 and is now part of the 
'Famous' Magic Circle.

Our caricaturist is one of Britain's best live 
caricaturists, who specialises in briskly 
executed, wickedly accurate on-the-spot 
caricatures to arouse a titter at any occasion. 
As he mingles at your function, he can sketch 
dozens of people an hour; each victim is 
presented with their portrait in less than five 
minutes! A combination of skill, charm and 
humour will delight your guests and leave 
them with an amusing memento of the 
occasion. 
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Cocktail Speed Bartending

So, you’ve learnt how to make a good tasting cocktail. Think you have what it takes to make it 
at speed and still make it taste good? Inspired by BBC’s Top Gear, we have devised the very game for 

testing just that. 

Delegates are invited behind our bar to be shown a recipe card and the ingredients, tools and 
glassware necessary to mix one cocktail as fast as possible. 

Our team will be on hand as adjudicator to ensure no mischief takes place and to start and stop the 
timer. The drink will be tasted and the score recorded for prosperity on our magnetic score board.

The winner or team at the end of the day/ session will be awarded with a cocktail shaker prize set and 
the knowledge that they are the fastest shaker around!
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Singing Waiters 

The Singing Waiters make a truly unique surprise Live experience for corporate entertainment at 
it's Very Best. The Original Singing Waiters with 10 years of experience will amaze you and your 
friends and business associates. When they entertain you at your party you are sure to have an 
occasion to remember.

The Singing Waiters are just that, they blend in with the venue's real waiters and just as the 
desserts are finishing, the "Original Singing Waiters" burst into song when the party least expect it.

Having performed across most of the United Kingdom, the have been taking the region by storm, 
making the press and news media. The singing waiters are the perfect idea your Corporate 
Entertainment as original Party Ideas become harder to come by.  The Testimonials speak for 
themselves. 
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Murder Mystery

Option 1 – The Interactive
A highly enjoyable evening of entertainment that makes YOU the suspect!  

Up to two members of our team (a Detective character and one other) will join your party at pre dinner drinks and we 
invite some of your guests to become the remaining suspects in a dastardly murder that has recently taken place. 

(The guests can be selected at random on the night or pre-selected by you).

Once the suspects have been identified and the scene has been set, your party will enjoy dinner together with the 
knowledge that at coffee the investigation will begin! 

This is an excellent party scenario to get your guests asking all sorts of questions of each other! 

The Policeman issues additional clues as the evening progresses to keep everyone on the right lines. Then all other 
members of the party will interrogate the suspects to try and solve the mystery. 
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Murder Mystery
Option 2 – The Classic

This is the Classic Murder Mystery ‘Whodunnit’ scenario.

The evening begins with pre-dinner drinks where the guests have their first chance to meet larger than life characters. 
From social drinks straight into social dining.

This is performed by five actors including a detective.The characters sit at the tables with your guests and fully interact 
throughout dinner. Suddenly and without any notice that jovial chap you have been joking with or

perhaps the dotty maid who has been making such a mess of the serving, will suddenly crash to the floor gasping for 
breath! 

Clues will be picked up along the way and hopefully that bumbling Policeman may actually be able to shed some light on 
the case. 

Just as the dead bodies begin to mount up the Policeman calls for help from the teams to put their thoughts down on 
paper. The evening ends with a stunning denouement during which the Murderer is discovered!
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Photo Studio Casino Evening 

A photo studio is a great addition to any 
corporate event, adding something fun to 
the evening and giving guests a memento 
from the night. We will provide a range of 
props for guests to use and instead of only 
being able to fit a couple of people in, you 
can have a have group photos taken by our 
professional photographer. High resolution 
images will be available to download free of 
charge from a password protected website 
the following day.

Guests will have a chance to try their luck 
with the magical atmosphere and thrills of a 
major international casino.  Using only 
genuine full Size casino equipment together 
with experienced professional croupiers, we 
offer all the ambience and excitement of a 
real casino.

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=urkHnUI2iTZ3JM&tbnid=RxEGT3DIZhtWjM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.oahuphotobooths.com/&ei=-0p7U6WJKcyI7AaC6IHIBg&bvm=bv.67229260,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFNxBULe4v-QNV70h3qkZ4aN-78MQ&ust=1400675425240656
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The HAKA Workshop!!

This traditional & ancient Maori Tribal dance acts as a powerful teambuilding activity. 
It brings people together and gives them a shared experience.

Your group will experience 100% Maori passion. Focus, commitment and achievement delivered in 
one authentic event. Building towards a powerful finale performance, the group will go head to head 

in a bit of healthy tribal competition.

Then the battle for tribal supremacy is won as we come together as one tribe for the ultimate Haka. 

Haka are not exclusively war dances but were traditionally performed by men. In modern times, 
various Haka have been composed to be performed by women and even children. Haka are 

performed for various reasons: for amusement, as a hearty welcome to distinguished guests, or to 
acknowledge great achievements, occasions or funerals.
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Samba Drumming

Experience the Samba atmosphere!
We know South America is the home of Samba Music, Carnivals, Dance and Drumming. You could bring 

that Carnival atmosphere to your school, college, workplace or special event with one of our highly 
trained facilitators. Experience the Samba atmosphere on authentic instruments with expert tuition.

Express yourself!
We will provide all of the instruments required to make up a Samba band, including Tamborim, 

Repinique, Caixas (snare drums) and Surdo. Samba drumming's strongest characteristic is its rhythm, 
which is highly syncopated, and unique for the type of rhythmic structures it builds upon. Our expert 
tutors will guide you through the complex rhythms of Samba, Bossa-nova, Rumba, Mambo and Salsa, 

using words and sentences to help you 'find the beat'. They will then layer the rhythmic sentences 
together to create an exciting and authentic Samba. You will also learn powerful call and response 

rhythms, group rhythms and individual rhythms - and finally you will have the opportunity to express 
yourself playing solo parts.
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Fun at The Fairground 

Have all the fun of the fair with your Fairground themed evening. We can provide you with 
various fairground stalls (e.g Coconut Shy, Hoopla, Pick a Peg, Hook a Duck, Slat a Rat) as well as 
funfair free play games (e.g Skittle Alley, Giant Buzzer and Darts). 

We also suggest that to create the atmosphere of the fair we could provide you with both a 
traditional popcorn and candy floss cart to create the smell of the fair. 
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Scalextric 

Scalextric remains the best scale model car racing track. Enjoyed by several generations of parents 
and children alike, its appeal is understandably widespread. The ‘starter horn’ sounds... The cars 
are in position on the grid …’Three, two. One, race... It’s GO GO GO!’

This purpose made figure of eight, giant Scalextric system is equipped with state of the art 
computerised lap counting / timing systems enabling our trained operator to run a variety of race 
formats to suit your requirements including structured race events, team building and informal 
drive and play sessions. 

Fitted with smart halogen lighting, chequered surround and finished in a sleek black for a more 
corporate look making them ideal for evening events. 
Race Marshalls will be in attendance throughout, instructing, comparing and ensuring that the 
event runs without a hitch. A prize for the winner is included. 
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We’ve Got News For You

A topical, interactive, entertainment quiz where the questions are set from a selection of newspapers, 
current magazines and guest publications. 

Based on the TV show, this news quiz is all about light entertainment not cutting edge news facts, so this really delivers an
entertaining punch!

Example rounds:

Current News Twisted Images Guess The Year
Missing Words Picture Round Company News

At the end of the event all points for each round are combined, the top team is announced and the winners begin their celebrations! 
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Everything 80’s

Super, smashing, great, If you play your cards right, this event will whisk you and your team into 80’s 
TV game show-land, Incorporating your favourite 80’s Gameshows, you really can’t help but join in! 

From Music, TV Shows, Game Shows, and fancy dress 
This certainly is the fully interactive game show that gets everybody working together as a group in a 

fun environment and is a Bullseye winner every time. 
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A Game Of Their Own

Based on the popular television sports comedy quiz, this game show has all the elements for a 
fun filled evening.

Your comedian / host will lead the evening and keep the teams in check. Extra points will be awarded 
for those who go the extra mile in each round. 

Sporting challenges are a major part to the game show and can include a number of variations on the 
night including Golf, Football, Horse Racing, Fishing, Tennis to some more traditional indoor games such 

as Darts, Skittles, Giant Jenga and Pool.  

Teams will be invited to answer questions loosely based around sport, sporting celebrities and a little 
on general knowledge. The evening is fast paced and there will be props and costumes available for 

those that throw themselves into the challenges. 
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A Game Of Their Own

Example Rounds (6 rounds recommended): 

Perfect Putting 
Fast & Furious Footy

Test Your Strength 
Horse Racing 

‘Steady Hands’
Table Tennis 

Quick Fire Round
Tallest Towers 
Hook a Duck

If budget allows we can include special appearances of sporting legends that can amaze the contestants 
with demonstrations of how the professionals do it. 

Our experienced and enthusiastic team will run the event start-finish professionally and amusingly, 
taking away the stress of organisation so you and your team can sit back and enjoy the night! 
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Golf Masters

Forget a standard paper quiz, this interactive quiz can be enjoyed by golfers and non-golfers alike, 
as we include a number of rounds that don’t involve any golfing knowledge. Everyone can get involved! 

The evening will be run in ‘holes’ (rounds to non-golfers). Each hole will be a task, quiz or game in itself 
for your whole table to be involved in.

Our Crazy Golf course will also be set up around the room. Tee’s, Fairways and Greens meander 
throughout the dining tables to create a mini golf course, which the guests sit amongst.
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Golf Masters

Holes (rounds) include: 
• Guess the number of tees in the jar.
• Quick fire golfing general knowledge.

• Name the Golfer
• Spot the Difference

• What Happened next in this famous Golf Moment?

Once the paper part quiz is over it is onto the putting challenge…. 

Each person will take part in the task to achieve the best score for their team. Scores will be added up to 
make a table total which will go toward the final score. And the final round will be a head to head 

play off of blindfolded putting, put your best putter forward and direct them to victory.
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The BIG Quiz!!

A fun, multi-media quiz presenting video clips, audio 
entertainment and traditional rounds!
This Quiz can be held as one event or during courses

Six Example Rounds, duration 90 mins:

General Knowledge Teams try their luck with a trivia round to start.
Sports How good are the teams with their global sports knowledge?
Music A mix of tracks are played but which team can identify the songs?
Film Can the teams answer the movie questions?
Theme Tunes They sound familiar but what was the television show?
Company Trivia Tailored company quiz question round.

At the end of the event all points for each round are combined, the top team is announced
and the winners begin their celebrations!


